
 

 
June 1, 2018 

 
Dear Friends: 
 
I recently ordered a copy of the new “bestselling” book, How to be a Perfect Christian, which 
was published by the The Babylon Bee*. 
 
After receiving my copy, and reading Chapter 3 – Doing Life Together, I was convicted of how 
far short I’m falling in my pursuit of “perfection”.  Somehow I had missed one of the “tricks” to 
being a perfect modern Christian, which (according to the Bee) is to “make sure you never let 
anyone get close enough to your life to see what a mess it is below the surface”.   
 
Now I’m sure you realize that this advice from the Bee is meant as a parody, which is the intent 
in all of their satire and humor.  However … sadly … there are actually some (if not many) in the 
church today who employ the “trick” mentioned above, and who keep themselves insulated from 
“real” meaningful relationships.   
 
Why?  Because we don’t want to spoil the illusion that we have our lives “together”, and we 
really don’t want anyone to hold us accountable.  But the problem is … this inevitably leads to an 
unintended consequence: loneliness. 
 
In a recent Breakpoint Commentary, Eric Mataxas shares that “according to a nationwide 
study of 20,000 people, nearly half of the respondents say they feel alone or left out ‘always or 
some of the time’. In fact, 56% reported they sometimes or always felt as if the people around 
them ‘are not necessarily with them.’ 40% said, ‘they lack companionship’, and their 
‘relationships aren’t meaningful’, and that they experience ‘feelings of isolation.’” 
 
By the way … the study referred to above also reveals something quite counter-intuitive … it 
seems that the younger you are, the lonelier you feel. 
 
Christian writer, Enuma Okoro observes that “being lonely is not necessarily about a-lone-ness, 
but about lack of intimate, meaningful connection.”  But it gets worse.  “Loneliness quite 
literally is hazardous to your health, leading to increased levels of depression, drug addiction, 
and suicide.” 
 
One lesson for the church is obvious: We must remember we are one Body in Jesus Christ. No 
member goes it alone. In a culture in which everyone seems “connected”, but who don’t even 
know their next-door neighbors, we need to quit pretending and get real.   
 
When we do, our Christian faith can become very attractive to our lonely neighbors, as well as an 
encouragement to our brothers and sisters in Christ, young and old alike. 
 
Yours for reaching the marketplace. 
Carl  
 

*The Babylon Bee is today’s most popular source of Christian satire.  This trusted fountain of humor consistently 
shines a spotlight on modern Christian cultural quirks.  As it pokes fun at all-too-familiar trends and traditions, it 
calls each of us to a truer understanding of real biblical faith.   


